Quantitative evaluation of optimal imaging parameters for single-cell detection in MRI using simulation.
Super-paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles are actively investigated to enhance disease detection through molecular imaging using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Detection of the cells labeled by SPIO depends on the MRI protocols and pulse sequence parameters that can be optimized. To evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of the image acquisition methods and to obtain optimal imaging parameters for single-cell detection, we further developed an MRI simulator. The simulator models an object (tissue) at a microscopic level to evaluate effects of spatial distribution and concentration of nanoparticles on the resulting image. In this study, the simulator was used to evaluate and compare imaging of the labeled cells by the gradient-echo (GE), true-FISP [fast imaging employing steady-state acquisition (FIESTA)] and echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequences. Effects of the imaging and object parameters, such as field strength, imaging protocol and pulse sequence parameters, imaging resolution, cell iron load, position of SPIO within the voxel and cell division within the voxel, were investigated in the work. The results suggest that true-FISP has the highest sensitivity for single-cell detection by MRI.